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Dear Parents; 
Congratulations! Your student is now a senior and will be featured in the yearbook with a color portrait in the senior section. The yearbook photo is offered to you free of charge and must be taken by Larson Brothers Photography. These are formal pictures and student attire should be formal, adhering to the standards set below. In order for your picture to be included in the yearbook, you MUST adhere to these formal attire standards. Any photo that reflects a violation of these standard will result in your student's picture not appearing in the yearbook. 
Attire Must be Formal: • Blouses/dresses MUST HA VE SLEEVES. Necklines need to be appropriate, and no low cut or cut-out tops orblouses. If blouses are sheer, a top that meets dress code standards must be layered underneath.• A collared dress shirt and tie.• You may wear a suit with a dress shirt and tie or blouse, if desired.• You may wear your letterman jacket with a dress shirt and tie or blouse• You MUST be clean shaven, unless an exemption is on file with the schoolsite. Mustache styles should not causeundue attention. Sideburns cannot extend below the bottom of the earlobe.• Hair MUST be clean and neatly groomed.• Hair which causes undue attention is not acceptable; e.g., unusual designs, colors, symbols, messages, mohawks,Faux-Hawks, or unusual razor cuts. Bangs or other hairstyles may not obstruct nor interfere with vision.• No hats, headbands, or sunglasses allowed.• Piercing jewelry is acceptable in the ears only. Piercingjewlery that is intended to alter the natural shape of the ear isprohibited. Other body piercingjewelry (e.g., that for piercings in the eyebrows, nose, lips, tongue) is not acceptable.Distractingjewlry, including piercingjewlery that draw undue attention, is not allowed.• Tattoos, permanent or temporary, must be covered.• All clothing, jewelry and personal items shall be free of writing, pictures, or any other insignia which are crude,vulgar, profane, or sexually suggestive; shall not bear drug, alcohol ,or tobacco company advertising, promotions orlikenesses; shall not promote violence, illegal activity, or relate to gang affiliation or activity; and shall not advocateracial , religious, or sexual orientation prejudice.
For Your Information: • Any questions regarding the formal attire items above, please contact your school administrator.• For best availability, book your appointment as soon as possible. Appointments are on a first come, first serve basisand fill up quickly.• Larson Brothers Studio has dress shirts and ties available if needed.• If you arrive at the studio without following the above standards, you will have to reschedule your appointment.• Feel free to contact Larson Brothers if you have any questions.
7; yo�ur cooperation.
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